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ABSTRACT
Background: The endometrium is a key factor in establishment of pregnancy. In IVF therapy, endometrial
investigation is generally limited to thickness measurements or occasionally invasive biopsy-based procedures. A
non-invasive endometrial receptivity diagnostic (usER test; Matris™, Synergyne Imaging Technologies Inc., Canada.)
has recently become available. We performed a retrospective chart review study to test the hypothesis that routine
implementation of the ultrasound- based Endometrial Receptivity (usER) diagnostic test would improve pregnancy
rates in IVF cycles.
Methods: All patients undergoing IVF at one Canadian reproductive medicine clinic in the 2018 calendar year
were considered (n=1521). Patients received either standard of care endometrial thickness and pattern assessments
(n=1205) or diagnostic usER testing (n=316) prior to planned embryo transfer. In the usER group, patients with
usER scores of 7.0 or above proceeded to embryo transfer (ET; n=246); patients with scores <6.5 (n=70) had their
planned embryo transfer deferred and embryos cryopreserved, or retained in cryopreservation, for use in future
cycles. Pregnancy (positive beta-hCG) rates were calculated for fresh, frozen-thaw, and aggregate (combined fresh
and frozen) ET cycles.
Results: Aggregate pregnancy rates for the usER group were 12% higher than for the Standard of Care group
(p=0.0005; 52.0% versus 40.0% respectively). The pregnancy rate for fresh embryo transfer cycles in the usER
group was 20.0% higher than that of the Standard of Care group (p=0.0005; 54.9% versus 34.9%, respectively). In
frozen embryo transfer cycles, a 9.4% higher pregnancy rate was observed in the usER group than the Standard of
Care group (p=0.017; 51.3% versus 41.9% respectively). Implementation of usER resulted in conservation of 64
cryopreserved embryos through deferral of low-probability of pregnancy cycles.
Discussion & Context: This ‘real world’/‘all patients’ retrospective analysis demonstrates that usER testing may be
implemented to improve pregnancy rates and conserve embryo potential.
Keywords: Endometrium, Endometrial Receptivity, usER, IVF, pregnancy rate, ultrasound.

INTRODUCTION
Assisted reproduction technologies (ART) have made great advances
in increasing the pregnancy rates per embryo transfer in recent
decades. Many of the most significant advances have been built
upon improving embryo quality by refining laboratory techniques,
genetic screening, and increased oocyte quality from optimized
ovarian stimulation cycles [1]. Endometrial receptivity is defined
as the ability of the uterine lining to accept and provide a suitable
environment for a developing embryo. Endometrial receptivity is

a critical component in the establishment of pregnancy; however,
reliable assessment of uterine receptivity in ART has remained
elusive.
The endometrium is under the constant influence of circulating
hormones, either endogenous during natural cycles or exogenous
during ovarian stimulation when fresh embryo transfer is
contemplated. Similarly, cryopreserved embryos may be transferred
during a patients’ natural cycle or with the use of exogenous
hormonal preparation. Reproductively active hormones directly
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influence the physiological changes involved in endometrial tissue
proliferation and secretory function. The changes in physiology and
accompanying microanatomy become apparent when visualized
using ultrasonography as changes in endometrial thickness and
pattern. In this regard, endometrial image attributes and their
contributions to pregnancy in successful IVF cycles remain
underappreciated; there is no consensus on how the images may
be interpreted to predict successful implantation. The currently
accepted standard for making the decision to proceed to transfer in
IVF cycles is ultrasonographic determination of two characteristics:
endometrial pattern and thickness. Cycles in which trilaminar
endometrial patterns are observed are considered favorable for
embryo transfer [2-4]. A previously published study showed that
endometrial thickness of less than 7.0 mm was associated with
decreased pregnancy rates [5]. Therefore, cycles with endometrial
thicknesses less than 7.0 mm are frequently cancelled; however,
pregnancies were still established in women that had endometrial
thicknesses <7.0 mm [5]. Conditions are considered optimal for
embryo transfer when midsagittal endometrial thicknesses are
greater than 7.0 mm and exhibit a trilaminar pattern.

commercially available (Matris™, Synergyne Imaging Technologies
Inc., Saskatoon, SK). The usER test is designed to assess the
receptivity of the endometrium in each IVF cycle being considered
for ET. Echotextural attributes of endometrial tissues were studied
using daily ultrasound evaluation of the effects of circulating
hormones during natural menstrual cycles, ovulation induction
cycles, and fresh and frozen IVF cycles [13;25;26]. Ultrasonographic
image processing algorithms were developed to determine the
interrelationships among anatomic attributes [13;27-30]. The usER
test is based on quantitative image attributes of endometrial tissues
reflecting glandular proliferation/differentiation and detailed
colorimetric analysis of computer-enhanced 3D surfaces of the
endometrial echoes (virtual histology). Recently, we determined
that usER scores are strongly correlated with pregnancy outcome
and report information fundamentally different than endometrial
thickness measurements [31]. The goals of the usER test are: 1) to
provide reliable standardization of endometrial criteria for cycle
selection; 2) to improve pregnancy rates; 3) to conserve embryo
potential; 4) reduce the number of IVF treatment cycles; and, 5)
reduce the time required to achieve pregnancy.

At present, reliable standardized evaluation of endometrial
receptivity is difficult and the methods developed to do so have
generated controversy. Endometrial compaction (decreased
thickness between measurements taken at the end of the estrogen
phase and the day of embryo transfer) has been proposed as a
means of assessing probability of pregnancy [6-8]. Other means of
assessment of endometrial receptivity have been limited to invasive
biopsy procedures and bench chemistry techniques applied to the
biopsy specimens. Receptivity tests such as Endometrial Receptivity
Array® (ERA) and Endometrial Receptivity PeakSM (ERPeak)
have been suggested as diagnostics that provide insight into the
optimal ‘implantation window’ [9-11]. Clinicians may be advised
to adjust the day of embryo transfer based on the determination
of the endometrial state being pre-receptive, receptive, postreceptive, or non-receptive. Both tests require patients to undergo
a mock IVF cycle. On the last day of the mock cycle, endometrial
biopsies are taken instead of performing an embryo transfer (ET).
The biopsied tissues are assayed for specific gene markers using
high throughput ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequencing methods. An
endometrial function test (EFT; not commercially available) was
a precursor to the ERA and ERPeak. The EFT test also utilized
biopsied tissue from mock cycles to assess levels of a small number
of specific proteins associated with endometrial development and
for optical histology [12]. The ERA, ERPeak, and EFT methods
do not provide a ‘real-time’ assessment of the endometrium on
the cycle for which embryo transfer is being considered. Rather,
these techniques rely on tissue collection and assays done one or
several months in advance of the cycle in which ET is planned. It
is important to consider that interpretation of the tissue assays is
based upon the assumption that the cycle in which the tissues are
acquired will be representative of every subsequent cycle for that
patient. However, significant intercycle variability exists for both
medicated and natural cycles for any given woman [13-21]. Reports
on the efficacy of the ERA tests are contradictory [22-24].

To utilize the usER diagnostic, clinicians submit standardized
ultrasonographic images of the endometrial tissues (sagittal and
transverse) at a pre-determined time in the endometrial preparation
protocol. Proprietary image processing and scoring algorithms are
used to quantify multiple parameters of endometrial health and
receptivity. Physiologic attributes reflected in the ultrasound images
are synthesized and condensed into a numeric score representing
endometrial receptivity: 0 (poor receptivity) to 10 (optimal
receptivity) at 0.5 point intervals. Clinicians are provided a report
and endometrial receptivity score within 24 hours of image upload.
The usER test was first used in a clinical trial and was efficacious for
predicting the probability of pregnancy in women undergoing IVF
[25]. Refinements to the analytic process were made in subsequent
clinical experience trials prior to the test becoming commercially
available. Diagnostic usER provides endometrial receptivity
assessment 48 hours prior to each considered embryo transfer thus
eliminating the concerns of inter-cycle variation in the endometrial
response. Imaging for usER testing is done utilizing ultrasound
scanning infrastructure readily available in most IVF clinics. Images
are uploaded to a secure central server system over a secure internet
connection. Reports are returned to the clinic in under 24 hours.
No additional consumables or specialized equipment are required.
Diagnostic usER testing provides clinicians with a tool to better
understand the endometrial attributes associated with successful
IVF outcome and optimize cycle selection. Protocol adjustments
to improve endometrial preparation may be made in subsequent
cycles when scores are suboptimal [25].

The cost of generating embryos is significant, both financially and
emotionally for patients. Patients often require multiple treatment
cycles and rounds of exposure to exogenous gonadotropins. A noninvasive, real-time diagnostic tool to assess uterine receptivity is
highly desirable. An ‘ultrasound- based Endometrial Receptivity’
(usER) test was developed to address this diagnostic gap, provide
quantitative per-cycle endometrial receptivity metrics, and is
J Fertil In vitro IVF Worldw Reprod Med Genet Stem Cell Biol, Vol. 9 Iss.6 No: 248

In the context of the present study, cycle selection was considered
to mean the clinical decision of whether or not to proceed to
embryo transfer following evaluation of the uterine lining. Embryo
conservation was understood to mean that embryos not transferred
when the usER diagnostic indicated poor endometrial receptivity
were deferred for use in future cycles. We expected that selection of
cycles with optimal probability of pregnancy would help to mitigate
the negative impacts of failed embryo transfers.
The objectives of the present retrospective study were: 1) to
determine the effectiveness of implementing a care pathway that
includes usER to aid decision making in a clinical setting; and,
2) to test the hypothesis that usER-based cycle selection would
improve pregnancy rates and conserve embryo potential.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
All IVF patients (n=1521) from a single tertiary ART clinic who
received treatment during the calendar year of 2018 were considered
in this retrospective analysis. Nine clinicians provided IVF therapy
to patients in 2018 through the clinic. Eight of the physicians
were considered to have standard ART practices. One clinician
operated a sub-specialty recurrent pregnancy loss practice. One
clinician operating a standard ART practice was an early adopter of
the technology and implemented diagnostic usER testing for cycle
selection (n=316) as routine care for his patients. All of the other
7 physicians (n=1205) operating standard ART practices utilized
endometrial thickness and pattern assessments for cycle selection.
All patients under the care of the clinicians operating standard ART
practices were included in the analysis. Patients under the care of
the recurrent pregnancy loss specialist (n=85) were excluded. All
patients undergoing infertility therapy at the clinic consented to
the use of their data in research and quality assurance analytics as a
part of the standard consent for treatment. For the purposes of the
present study, pregnancy was defined as positive beta-hCG. The
present analysis was conducted in compliance with the tri-council
policy statement for ethical conduct for research involving humans
TCPS2. Ethical approval was obtained from the University of
Saskatchewan Biomedical Research Ethics Board (BIO-2093). The
outcome review and comparison of usER to standard of care was
conducted retrospectively.
All of the IVF cycles in the analysis had embryos produced in the
same laboratory under the direction of a single senior embryologist
using standardized technologies. We compared pregnancy
outcomes from patients undergoing usER-based cycle selection
to patients who received clinical standard of care endometrial
thickness and pattern assessments for cycle selection. Data also
were partitioned between fresh and frozen cycles in both the usER
and standard of care groups for sub-analyses. Finally, we assessed
the conservation of embryo potential provided by usER-based cycle
selection.
Centralized data handling, analytics, and reporting measures
were in place for patients provided with diagnostic usER testing
in accordance with standard operating protocols (Synergyne ART
Analytics, Saskatoon, SK). Data from usER cycles were jointly held
by Synergyne and TRIO Fertility Centre. The seven remaining
clinicians used endometrial thickness/pattern assessments as per
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standard operating procedures at the clinic. Pregnancy outcomes
for patients who underwent usER diagnostic testing were calculated
and compared to those of patients who received standard of care
assessment. Clinical data for all patients were held in the TRIO
database. Outcome analyses were conducted jointly by TRIO and
Synergyne personnel. Our intent was to provide a straightforward
analysis of the impact of diagnostic usER testing when integrated
into routine clinical practice with standardized action taken in
response to the diagnostic usER score provided.

Study design
This is a retrospective analysis of patients who underwent IVF
for infertility treatment using either standard of care endometrial
thickness/pattern assessment method (7 clinicians) or the
diagnostic usER test (1 clinician). Patients were not assigned to
study groups, rather, their care provider determined the use of
usER testing. A diagrammatic representation of the study construct
is shown (Figure 1).
Patients in the usER group underwent transvaginal ultrasound on
day 4 of progesterone support for both fresh and frozen cycles (2
days prior to potential/anticipated day 6 embryo transfer). The
endometrial imaging and analysis were not considered to present
additional risk to the patient. Mid-sagittal images of the uterine
body were obtained as per standard operating procedures at the
clinic. Images of the uterus were maximized within the image field
of view. The probe was then repositioned to acquire transverse
images. Transverse images were acquired at the thickest aspect of
the mid-sagittal endometrial echoes of the uterine body, typically
between 5 mm and 15 mm from the endometrial-myometrial
interface at the fundus. Images were transferred to a secure
central server system via internet using a virtual private network
and secure clinic portal. Images were analyzed centrally with the
usER diagnostic algorithms. Standardized reports providing an
endometrial receptivity score were generated for each patient. The
usER scores fall onto a 10-point scale; scores with lower numeric
values represent low probability of pregnancy and high numeric
values represent higher probability of pregnancy (lowest 0, to
optimal 10) at 0.5 point intervals. The clinician integrating usER
into practice retrieved the reports via a unique log-in to the clinic
portal and made the clinical decision to proceed to embryo transfer
or to defer embryo transfer to a subsequent cycle with a usER score
indicative of a higher probability of pregnancy. Cycles with usER

Figure 1: Embryo transfer decision tree in each cycle selection group. Patients undergoing IVF were assigned to either the usER group, or the standard of
care group. usER scores of 7.0 or higher received single embryo transfer, while scores at 6.5 or lower did not. Low scoring usER cycles resulted in embryos
being cryopreserved for subsequent cycles with optimal usER scores
J Fertil In vitro IVF Worldw Reprod Med Genet Stem Cell Biol, Vol. 9 Iss.6 No: 248
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scores of 7.0 or higher proceeded to embryo transfer based upon a
previously determined threshold [25,26]. Women with usER scores
<6.5 did not receive embryo transfer. All ET procedures within
the usER group were conducted by the same physician. Patients
in the standard of care group had routine ultrasound endometrial
thickness and pattern assessment for cycle selection following
standard operating procedures for the clinic. The standard of care
group underwent transvaginal ultrasound at the end of estrogen
supplementation/day 1 of progesterone replacement and mid-sagittal
endometrial thickness measurements were taken and endometrial
pattern assessed. The decision to proceed to embryo transfer was
made according to standard operating procedures at the clinic (cycles
proceeded to ET if endometrial thickness was 7 mm or greater on
day 1 of progesterone supplementation). All embryo transfers were
conducted using a standardized clinical embryo transfer tray as per
standard operating procedure at the clinic.
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Patient information was de-identified for statistical analysis. Data
collected were cycle outcome, primary infertility diagnosis, and
number of embryos transferred. Outcomes were organized into
one of three categories: pregnant (positive pregnancy diagnosis),
not pregnant (negative pregnancy diagnosis) and no ET (no embryo
transfer performed). Patients for whom there was no recorded
outcome in the clinical database (n=15) were eliminated from the
analysis. Pregnancy rates and all related data for cycles that did not
have usER performed were provided directly by the clinic.

Statistical methods
Analyses were performed using Excel 14.4.1 (Microsoft Corporation,
Redmond, Washington, USA) and IBM SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM
Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Percent pregnant per embryo
transfer was calculated as: number of cycles with a pregnant
outcome/(number of cycles started - cycles with no ET performed)
x 100. Chi-square tests were used for categorical variable analyses.
Mann-Whitney-U tests were utilized for non-parametric data. The
threshold for statistical significance was set at p=0.05.

At the end of the calendar year the annual pregnancy rate (positive
beta-hCG) was determined for the usER and standard of care
groups. The difference in annual pregnancy rates between the
two groups was calculated. Fresh versus frozen sub-analyses of the
pregnancy rates within each group were conducted. All calculations
were based on per embryo transfer values. Embryo conservation
was calculated by assessment of the number of embryos that were
not transferred into sub-optimal endometria (scoring <6.5). Cycles
cancelled for other reasons, such as low ovarian response or culture
failure was not considered conserved embryos.

RESULTS
No differences were observed in percentage of fresh versus frozen
transfer cycles, percentage of cycles in which PGS results were
known, or percentage of euploid embryos per PGS screened cycle.
Patient demographics were similar except that patients in the usER
group were younger by a mean difference of 0.8 ± 0.2 years and the
primary reason for infertility was higher in the usER group than in
the standard of care group (p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively,
Table 1).

Patient demographics
The patients involved in the analysis were not screened based on
any selection criteria, thus approximating normal clinical IVF
practices. Patient demographic comparisons between the two
groups of patients are shown (Table 1 and 3).

Annual pregnancy rates per embryo transfer for the usER group
and the standard of care group were 52% and 40% per embryo
transfer, respectively (Figure 2A and Table 2). The pregnancy rate
in usER- based selection cycles was 12.0% higher than the standard
of care group (p=0.0005).

Data collection
Diagnostic usER results for each IVF cycle were cross referenced
with the clinics database (BabySentry Professional, Medical &
Genetics Software Corp., California, USA). The data were accessed
using a virtual private network providing end-to-end encryption.

Frozen embryo transfers resulted in a pregnancy rate of 41.9% in
the standard of care group and 51.3% in the usER group (Table
2 and Figure 2B). The annual pregnancy rate for fresh embryo

Table 1: Patient Demographic Information.
usER Group
(n, %, or mean)

Variable

Standard of Care
(n, %, or mean)

p-value

Number of frozen cycles (n)

239

896

--

Number of fresh cycles (n)

77

309

--

Number of cycles total (n)

316

1205

--

Number of cycles with PGS results

22

108

0.219

% euploid embryos per PGS cycle

39.2

46.1

0.4
0.64

Percent total cycles fresh vs frozen embryo
Frozen (%)

75.6

74.4

Fresh (%)

23.4

25.6

Number of cycles received ET (n)

246

1187

Average patient age (years)

35.4 ± 0.21

36.2 ± 0.12

Patient age range (years)

26–49

22–46

-<0.001

Primary Infertility Diagnosis
Male Factor Infertility (%)

18.6 (%)

Female Factor Infertility (%)

49.3 (%)

36 (%)

20 (%)

Male and Female Factor Infertility (%)

16.4 (%)

19.4 (%)

Unknown / Idiopathic Infertility (%)

15.5 (%)

24.3 (%)

<0.001

Note: PGS was completed on a minority of frozen cycles (no PGS in fresh cycles).
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transfers was 34.9% in the standard of care group and 54.9% in
the diagnostic usER testing group (Table 2 and Figure 2C). The
pregnancy rates in the usER group were 20% (p=0.0005) higher for
fresh cycles and 9.4% (p=0.017) higher for frozen cycles.
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The usER group consisted of 316 cycles. Sixty-four cycles were
deferred due to low usER scores and the embryos were conserved
for use in subsequent cycles. Six of the 316 cycles were cancelled
due to culture failure. (Figure 2D and Table 2). The standard of care

Table 2: 2018 IVF cycle data summary.
Cycles Started

Cycles with ET

Pregnancy Rate

Embryos

n

n (%)

%

Conserved n (%)

usER
Fresh

77

51 (66.2%)

54.9%

26 (33%)

Frozen

251

207 (82.4%)

51.3%

44 (17.5%)

Combined

316

246 (77.8%)

52.0%

64 (22.1%)*

309 (100%)

34.9%

0 (0%)

Standard of Care
Fresh

309

Frozen

896

878 (97.9%)

41.9%

18 (2.0%)

Combined

1205

1187 (98.5%)

40.0%

18 (1.5%)

*Six embryos were not viable on the scheduled day of ET and were not transferred as a result; these 6 embryos were not counted as ‘conserved’.
Table 3: Female factor infertility diagnosis categories.
usER Group
(%)

Standard of Care
(%)

Advanced Maternal Age

8

12.9

Donor Egg

2.5

1.2

Diminished Ovarian Reserve

10.4

12.3

Endometriosis

5.1

2.9

Infertility Factor

Idiopathic

31.2

28.8

Male Factor

22

19.1

Ovulation Disorder

5.2

1.2

Polycystic Ovary

7.7

2.2

Donor Sperm

3.8

6.4

Tubal Factor

3.8

3.8

Unknown

0

6.1

Recurrent Fetal Loss

0

1.6

Uterine Factor

0

1.1

Figure 1:
2: Comparison of pregnancy rates and embryo conservation totals between diagnostic usER- based cycles and standard of care cycles. (A) usER
Figure
based cycle selection showed a statistically significant 12% higher pregnancy rate than the standard of care group. usER based cycle selection showed
statistically significantly higher pregnancy rates in both frozen (B) and fresh embryo transfer (C) categories; 9.4 % and 20.0% respectively. (D) Significantly
more embryos were conserved due to cycle deferral in the usER group.
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group had a total of 1205 cycles. Eighteen cycles were cancelled.
The standard of care group had a lower cycle postponement rate
(p=0.0001) resulting in conservation of fewer embryos (n=18).
DISCUSSION
A diagnostic usER test was implemented in a clinical ART practice
as an adjunct to clinical decision-making. All patients undergoing
IVF at the practice were included in the analysis in order to assess
the impact of usER testing in improving pregnancy outcomes. One
clinician conducted cycle selection by diagnostic usER and deferred
cycles with endometrial receptivity scores less than 7.0. Embryos
from deferred cycles were conserved for subsequent cycles with
higher probability of pregnancy. Other clinicians providing ART
services at the same clinic utilized standard of care endometrial
thickness and pattern assessments. The hypothesis that routine
implementation of usER testing for cycle selection would improve
pregnancy rates was supported. Cycle selection performed using
diagnostic usER resulted in a significant increase in annualized
pregnancy rate: there was a 20.0% higher annual pregnancy rate
observed for fresh cycles and a 9.4% higher pregnancy rate for
frozen transfer cycles. Combining fresh and frozen cycle pregnancy
rates for patients who had diagnostic usER testing and embryo
transfer showed an aggregate pregnancy rate 12.0% higher than
patients who received standard of care assessments. Results of the
present study are in contrast to a previous report [32].
The use of ultrasonography in assessment of endometrial thickness
and pattern is routine in ART practice although the interpretation
of the standard assessments and cycle deferrals based on
endometrial insufficiency appears to be inconsistent [5]. Standard
of care ultrasound assessments are typically performed at the end
of estrogen administration or at the beginning of progesterone
supplementation [8]. Measurement of endometrial thickness
and assessment pattern is quick and non-invasive, making it an
attractive option. However, the standard assessments are likely
an oversimplified approach to a complex issue. The assessments
are easily conducted; however, they lack the sensitivity required
for making accurate forecasts of receptivity and assessing the
probability of pregnancy. A large cohort study presented findings
that higher pregnancy rates were achieved when endometrial
thickness was greater than 8 mm [5]. However, the data presented
are difficult to interpret. Significantly fewer cycles were observed
with each declining millimetre of endometrial thickness, but the
reported pregnancy rates among cycles with endometrial thickness
<8 mm remained between 24% and 29%. Similarly, the effects on
pregnancy rates of endometrial thicknesses that measured greater
than 12.0 mm were not addressed; all endometrial thickness
measures above 8.0 mm were included in one category. Thresholds
for endometrial hyperplasia and other conditions leading to
thick endometria were not well defined and appear to have been
included in the ‘greater than 8.0 mm’ cases. Additionally, a study in
which over 2200 IVF cycles were analyzed demonstrated that usER
scores accurately identified endometria with low probability of
supporting pregnancy while endometrial thickness measurements
in the same patient population did not [31]. Taken together, there
is a growing body of evidence that may be interpreted to mean
that the correlation between endometrial thickness and pregnancy
outcomes is limited [33,34].
ERA and ERPeak assays were designed to address the problem
of oversimplified thickness and pattern assessments by surveying
specific gene markers associated with endometrial differentiation
to the secretory state. Both methods rely on biopsy of endometrial
J Fertil In vitro IVF Worldw Reprod Med Genet Stem Cell Biol, Vol. 9 Iss.6 No: 248
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tissue. Endometrial differentiation from proliferative to secretory
phase occurs in a vectoral progression of straight glands developing
under the influence of circulating estrogens to becoming branched
and coiled beginning at the stratum basalis and progressing
toward the lumen as levels of progesterone increase [13]. Given
the directional progression in tissue differentiation, the location
from which the biopsy is taken may introduce variability into the
analysis. Biopsy samples of the endometrium closer to the lumen
would be expected result in different microanatomy than a biopsy
taken closer to the basalis. A biopsy sampling tissue from the
leading edge of the differentiating epithelium also may produce
mixed results. Several studies have reported that ERA does not
provide improvements in pregnancy rates among typical IVF
patients. This observation is consistent with the caveat of variability
in tissue properties based on biopsy location. However, patients
experiencing recurrent failed embryo transfer do appear to have
improved pregnancy rates with the inclusion of ERA [10,35].
Moreover, the biopsy-based methods require lengthy preparation
(mock cycles), invasive procedures (biopsies), and do not provide
results on a ‘per cycle’ basis. The assumption that endometrial
response in cycles subsequent to the biopsied cycle will be similar
is not founded [13-21].
Intracycle variably in endometrial development is significant.
The development of analytical tools that may be used to assess
endometrial receptivity in each cycle is highly desirable. usER
was developed to address this diagnostic gap. A number of image
based methods for assessing endometrial receptivity have been
identified but have limited predictive utility [36]. Ultrasonographic
image attributes have been closely tied to physiological function
and hormone-responsive glandular tissue development [13,3739]. Various approaches to segmentation of the echotextural
attributes of hormonally-responsive tissues [28,40-44], correlation
of ultrasound image attributes with circulating hormone profiles
[45,46], and interpretation of the physiological responses to
exogenous hormones [47-50] have been developed using virtual
histology techniques [13,27-30]. Taken together, research and
clinical data on the usER test support the conclusion that
quantitative relationships among various components of the
uterine lining and qualitative aspects of 3-dimensional surface
models of the endometrium may be used to predict the probability
of successful implantation/pregnancy following embryo transfer
[25].
The creation of embryos in assisted reproduction has financial
and psychological costs for patients and the potential of each
embryo has meaning for patients and clinicians: Conserving that
potential is a positive proactive practice. Diagnostic usER testing
~48 hours in advance of anticipated embryo transfer provides
an opportunity for usER test results to be returned in advance of
the typical ‘optimal window of implantation’. The usER scores
may be used to prevent placement of high-quality embryos into
sub- optimal endometrial environments. We observed improved
pregnancy rates when embryo transfer was completed in high
scoring usER cycles. We also observed conserved embryo potential
when embryo transfers were deferred due to low usER scores.
Implementation of the usER test in the present study population
prevented 64 embryos being placed in what were determined to
be suboptimal endometrial environments. Preimplantation genetic
screening (PGS) for aneuploidy, in conjunction with ultrasound
based endometrial receptivity diagnostic analysis has the potential
to improve pregnancy rates even further through pairing of optimal
embryos with optimally prepared endometrial environments. In
6
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the present study, PGS was conducted in a minority of cycles that
received frozen-thaw ET in both the standard of care and usER
groups. PGS was an emerging technology in Canada during the
study period and was not routinely utilized. The genetic screening
technology was elective and only used at patient discretion. While
some improvement in pregnancy rate may be attributed to PGS
within both groups, PGS was not conducted on fresh ET cycles
in either group. Improvement in pregnancy rate with the usER
diagnostic in the fresh ET group was 20% in the absence of PGS
testing which was interpreted to mean that usER may be used to
improve pregnancy rates as a stand-alone tool.
The clinical decision to proceed to embryo transfer or defer transfer
to a future cycle is a multi- factorial process involving logistical
constraints, biometrics, clinical experience and foresight, and
patient needs. The diagnostic usER test provides a reliable tool for
standardized ‘present cycle’ analytics and supporting rationale to
proceed with, or defer, embryo transfer. Deferral of low probability
cycles based on diagnostic usER testing results in conservation
of embryos. Cryopreserved embryos can be retained for transfer
in a future cycle in which endometrial assessment is indicative
of a higher probability of successful implantation. Conservation
of embryo potential may help patients avoid additional ovarian
stimulation cycles and oocyte retrieval procedures, save costs, and
may help to prevent the emotionally challenging consequences of
failed transfers on patients. Although deferral of an embryo transfer
due to sub-optimal endometrial receptivity can be a stressful experience
for patients, it has been our experience that adjustment of medicated
endometrial preparation protocols can be used to improve usER scores
in subsequent cycles. Similarly, in cases where non-medicated cycles
are favored, optimal endometrial scores may be observed following
those with low scores due to the inherent variability in endometrial
response to endogenous hormones.

CONCLUSION
Diagnostic usER testing provides detailed, standardized information
on the relative receptivity of the endometrium. The present study
provides rationale for standardization of cycle selection based upon
usER receptivity scores. Deferral of low probability cycles resulted
in significant improvement to pregnancy rates and conservation of
embryo potential.

STUDY LIMITATIONS
The present analysis was conducted on a patient population
who saw one physician using usER- based cycle selection. The
possibility that the improvement in pregnancy rates between
the usER group and the standard of care group were related to
clinician skill level/transfer efficiency was considered. However,
there was a significant difference in the pregnancy rates between
fresh and frozen cycles within the usER group. Fresh cycles had
nearly 20% higher pregnancy rates than standard of care, while
frozen- thaw embryo transfers conducted by the same physician
were 10% higher than standard of care. In addition, all embryos
were produced in the same laboratory and standardized embryo
transfer trays were utilized by all clinicians. If the improvement
in pregnancy rates between the usER group and standard of care
group were simply related to clinician skill level, one would expect
that the improvement in pregnancy rate would be similar among
fresh and frozen ET cycles. Future studies with larger patient
cohorts and an extended network of clinicians would enhance and
expand the predictive value of the diagnostic test. The cycle day on
which usER diagnostic (progesterone day 4) and the standard of
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care group (progesterone day 1) assessments of endometria differed
due to the nature of difference in assessment techniques. The
patient demographics between the usER group and the standard
of care differed slightly; the difference was attributed to the usER
group patient population being weighted toward female factor
infertility relative to the larger standard of care group. Female
factor infertility is considered a more challenging patient cohort
and the improvement in pregnancy rate observed in the usER
group was not attributed to the infertility type.
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